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Cave of Xmas™ 

Game description 

It was the hunt before Christmas…while snowmen slumber, Santa Claus sips his cocoa 

by the fireplace, and the elves are fast asleep, the BF Goblin is busy finding the location 

for his next tunnel. If his calculations are correct, gold lies just beneath that hill of snow! 

Armed with his trusty dynamite, some Wild and Scatter symbols, a nifty new BUY feature, 

and the spirit of Christmas, there’s only one more thing he needs to find that spoils 

beneath the icy soil - you! Join Goblin in a special slot for the season, Cave of Xmas! 

 

Marketing description 

If you loved previous slots Cave of Gold and Cave of Fortune, Cave of Xmas is bringing 

back the action, this time with a holiday twist! Featuring the five-reel, three-row and 30-

fixed-payline setup of games past, all sorts of fantastic features are buried in this slot! 

Starting off, there’s the Dynamite symbol. Any single, double or triple Dynamite symbol 

on a reel adds Dynamite symbols to the Nitro Counter directly above the reel it appears 

on, up to a maximum of three symbols.  

Once that counter is full, the Persistent Wild feature is unleashed, transforming the reel 

into a Persistent Wild Reel! The counter on Persistent Wild Reels is reset to three for 

the next three games with the same betting option selected. Even cooler is all positions 

on Persistent Wild Reels are replaced with Wild symbols! 

Trigger the Persistent Wild feature on ALL five reels at once for a Full House! Full 

House ends the Persistent Wild feature, resets the counter to zero and gifts you a 200x 

multiplier to your bet! Now that’s a Christmas miracle! 

Watch out for the Scatter symbols spread throughout the slot! Scatter symbols take the 

form of a treasure chest symbol, and can appear one at a time on any of the reels. Land 
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three, four or five Scatter symbols to trigger 15, 20 or 25 Free Spins, respectively! Any 

Dynamite symbols that land on the reels during the Free Spins rounds are counted on a 

meter displaying the Total Dynamite Collected. 

When the Total Dynamite Collected meter reaches three, the Explode feature bursts 

into action, throwing Wild symbols all over the reels in random locations! The number of 

Wild symbols added corresponds to the number on the Total Dynamite Collected meter, 

after which the meter is reset back to zero. 

The Free Spins feature can be triggered again during the Free Spins rounds, awarding 

up to an outstanding 25 Free Spins if between two and five Scatter symbols appear 

during any Free Spins rounds. 

To make it really feel like Christmas, you don’t need to trigger Free Spins just through 

the action - there’s a brand-new BUY feature! BUY lets you purchase Free Spins, with a 

different amount of spins given according to the amount you pay. Each purchase 

immediately triggers Free Spins, so you can take to the reels like a Christmas wrecking 

ball! 

Finally, it wouldn’t be Christmas without any presents…and BF Games delivered a real 

treat on this one — when the Total Dynamite Collected meter reaches 15, a marvellous 

Grand Reward of 500x your bet is uncovered. Even The Grinch couldn’t hate a gift like 

that! 

 

Game phrases 

• Find Scatter symbols in the shape of treasure chests! 

• Fill the Total Dynamite Collected meter for a Grand Reward of 500x your bet! 

• Join Goblin in a special slot for the season, Cave of Xmas! 

• Tidings of explosive joy abound in BF Games’ slot game carol, Cave of Xmas!  

• It’s a Full House - trigger the Persistent Wild Feature on all five reels at once for 

the gift of 200x your bet! 

• Demolish the reels with the magic of Xmas. 

• Help Goblin uncover the glittering secrets lying beneath the frozen soil. 
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• Fire in the hole! Watch the ice melt away when scattering Wild symbols through-

out the reels during the Explode feature! 

 


